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FOREWORD
Hixon village has been a focus for housing
development for the last forty years. The question of
how development is managed over the next twenty
years is the objective of the Hixon Neighbourhood
Plan.
Between 1970 and 2010, some 400 new houses were built in Hixon, more than doubling the number of
properties in the village. In the twenty years between 1991 and 2011, the overall population of Hixon
parish rose by 79%, from 1071 residents in 1991 to 1917 residents twenty years later. Despite this
highly significant population increase, there has been little or no corresponding improvement in the
facilities and amenities serving the community of Hixon.
This Hixon Neighbourhood Plan seeks to support appropriate
development that enhances the village landscape and which
brings positive benefits to the local community.
The Neighbourhood Plan sets out key policies that will
influence how Hixon evolves over the lifetime of the plan
period (same as Plan for Stafford 2011 to 2031). It sets out
where developments are acceptable and unacceptable. It sets
the tone for acceptable development. It sets out policies to
protect and enhance Hixon’s historic, natural and built
heritage. It sets out resident’s demands for improved services, facilities and amenities. It sets out to
shape a Hixon Vision for the Future designed by residents
rather than developers.
Most of all, it is YOUR plan, based on what YOU said.
Producing this Hixon Neighbourhood Plan has been a
challenging but very rewarding. Its production brought together
a group of people who had only one goal, and that was to see
a Hixon Neighbourhood Plan become a reality. Thanks to the
Hixon residents listed below, who have contributed hundreds
of hours (free of charge) over more than two years, to produce
what you are now reading.
Nigel Baxter

Sarah Brookes

Catherine Gill

Karen & Stan Jones

Mick & Jan Kelly

Brendan & Susan McKeown

Andy & Clare Murdoch

Andy Haynes

There are dozens of others, too many to mention, who also made contributions and who helped with
delivering leaflets and organising public exhibitions.
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INTRODUCTION TO HIXON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
1.1 A Neighbourhood Plan enables communities
to shape the environment where they live and
inform how development takes place by
influencing the location, type and extent of
development.
1.2 The Hixon Neighbourhood Plan has regard
to the National Planning Policy Framework and is
in general conformity with the strategic policies of
the Plan for Stafford Borough (PFSB), adopted in
June 2014.

1.7 On July 4th 2013 Stafford Borough Council
confirmed Hixon parish as a designated
Neighbourhood Plan area (refer to Map 6).
1.8 The first meeting of the Hixon
Neighbourhood Plan steering group took place in
September 2013. A properly constituted Hixon
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group was
formalised in January 2014.

1.9 A public awareness campaign was
conducted to inform of the consultation process
1.3 Hixon Neighbourhood Plan covers the whole and a household questionnaire was delivered to
of Hixon parish, including Hixon village, Lea Heath all 770 households in Hixon Parish, including Lea
and Pasturefields (refer to Map 6). It sets out key Heath and Pasturefields in May 2014.
policies that will influence how Hixon evolves over 1.10 483 (63%) or households returned completed
the Plan Period (to 2031).
questionnaires.
1.4 The Hixon Neighbourhood Plan addresses
eight key priorities that over-arch the entire local
community:

1.11 Analysis of the data received was completed
in November 2014. A newsletter was produced to
update residents on progress and a public
exhibition of the findings of the household survey
was held in Hixon Memorial Hall on the 6th and
7th December 2014.



Residential settlement boundary and
number of residential properties;



Housing mix;




Housing design, access and landscaping; 1.12 Plans of the proposed Hixon residential
settlement boundary and employment boundary
Open spaces and the natural
were also displayed at the exhibition.
environment;



Heritage and culture;



Community facilities, amenities and
services, Highways, gateways to the
village;



Employment land;



Local Green Spaces.

1.13 The Hixon Neighbourhood Plan is based on
robust research and influenced by extensive
engagement with the local community. It has been
drawn up to be precise about policy objectives.

Hixon Neighbourhood Plan
Vision statement:

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN

“By 2031, Hixon will be a more attractive
village, providing a range of quality homes to
meet local needs. New development will be
well integrated; connecting new and existing
pedestrian and cycling links with the provision
of new quality open spaces to help promote
health and wellbeing. New development will
help complement the rural character of Hixon
Parish and maintain a strong local identity and
distinctiveness of the village.”

1.5 In November 2012, Hixon Parish Council
discussed the need for a Hixon Neighbourhood
Plan. In January 2013 the parish council sent a
request to Stafford Borough Council to designate
the whole of the parish as the plan area.
1.6 At the Hixon parish meeting in May 2013, a
call was made for volunteers to be part of a
steering group.
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HIXON HOUSEHOLDS ANALYSIS
2.1 The response to the household questionnaire
provided very important data about the
demographic of Hixon residents.
2.2 Analysis of the completed questionnaires
showed that just over 25% of the Hixon population
is 65 years old or over.
2.3 The largest age group is between 45 to 64
years old, making up 32% of the population.
2.4 17.5% are in the age group 25 to 44
(although the 2011 Census) registered 24% in this
age group). The anomaly was probably because
fewer people in this age group returned completed
questionnaires.
2.5 Young adults, (age 16 to 24) make up less
than 10% of the population.

2.14 Over 700 Hixon residents leave their homes
to go to places of work or education each day.
Over 1,000 people come from outside Hixon to
work in the village each day.

2.6 15% are under 15 years old.
2.7 86% of Hixon households are owner/
occupier, while 10% are housing association
properties. 4% are other types of rent or did not
say.

2.15 The logical conclusion is that Hixon
employment opportunities do not meet the need or
aspirations of local job seekers. See Policy 7
Employment Land.

2.8 38% of Hixon householders have lived in the
parish for 20 years or longer.
2.9 Over 30% of Hixon adults are educated to
university degree level or higher.

Where Hixon residents travel to
work or education

2.10 49% of Hixon residents are employed in
some capacity. 2% are unemployed. 32% of Hixon
residents are retired. 17% of Hixon residents are
in full time education.
2.11 85% of Hixon residents who travel to a place
of work or education travel out of Hixon.
2.12 Of the 15% who travel within Hixon, at least
half are schoolchildren going to St. Peter’s School.
2.13 93% of Hixon residents who travel to a place
of work or education leave the village to do so.
This statistic is backed up by a survey of local
businesses.
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Policy No. 1: Residential development
scale’ (no more than 30 units) in each size.

“Proposals for new housing
development within the Settlement
Boundary identified on Map 1 will be
supported subject to respecting local
character and residential amenity.
Proposals for new development within
the new Settlement Boundary of up to
30 dwellings, and that are no more
than two storeys in height, will be
supported.”

3.7 65% of households agreed with this
suggestion, 26% of households thought this too
many and 9% of households thought this too few.
3.8 Houses of one or two storeys represent the
locally characteristic vernacular of Hixon and this
aspect should be respected in new development in
order to sustain the local distinctiveness of the
village.

3.1 In terms of total number of properties (some
770 as at May 2014) and a total population of
1,917, (Census 2011) Hixon is not a large village.
These figures include Lea Heath and Pasturefields.

3.9 The settlement boundary for Hixon is defined
in accordance with the Plan for Stafford Borough.
(Refer to Map 1).

3.2
Hixon, is one of eleven Key Service
Villages (KSVs) in Stafford borough and should
therefore take a share of the 1200 new homes to
be built in the KSVs over the plan period (2031).
3.3 The Hixon Neighbourhood Plan steering
group proposed a figure of 125 new properties,
equating to 10.4% of the total requirement for all
eleven KSVs. 125 new units also represents a
16.2% increase in the total housing stock in Hixon
(125/770).
3.4 65% of households agreed with this proposal,
25% of households thought this too many and 10%
of households thought this too few.
3.5 Historically, ‘large’ housing developments in
Hixon have been of the order of 20 to 50 units in
any one given development or phase of
development.

Parish Objective No.1
“To ensure future residential development
in Hixon is within the Settlement Boundary
and that new development will be of a
scale that reflects and complements the
local character and identity of Hixon as a
rural village.”

3.6 This scale of development has allowed new
development and new residents to integrate into
the community. For this reason, Hixon
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group proposed
future residential developments should be ’small
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Policy No. 2: Housing Mix
“Proposals for new housing
developments should seek to provide a
diverse range of housing provision.
Proposals that include ten or more
dwellings should include 20% of single
storey dwellings (bungalows).”
4.1 Hixon is a stable community: 38% of
residents say they have lived in Hixon for twenty
years or longer.
4.2 The majority of the existing housing stock
(770 units) in Hixon Parish comprises two-story
detached or semi-detached properties.
4.3 191 (24.8%) properties in Hixon parish are
bungalows. Bungalows are an important part of
the housing mix in Hixon, enabling a fluidity of
movement within the internal housing market for
both up-sizing and down-sizing.
4.4 Bungalows offer level access accommodation
for residents with additional needs. However, no
bungalows have been built as part of a larger
housing development since the 1980s.

4.5 With an ageing population, a policy to ensure
bungalows represent at least 20% of all new builds
will enable appropriate accommodation is available
for all ages, individuals and families.
4.6 Hixon residents have expressed their
opposition to so-called ‘townhouses’. Hixon is a
village not a town.
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Parish Objective No.2
“To provide new housing that meets local
need and to ensure people have the
opportunity to stay in Hixon parish via a
diverse housing mix.”

Policy No. 3: Housing, Design, Access and Landscaping
“Housing development should
respect and, where possible and
appropriate, complement local
character. The provision of
attractive, high quality open
spaces within residential
development sites will be
supported. Housing developments
shall respect adjoining properties
and not be intrusive or overbearing in relation to existing
properties. Future development
sites should aspire to include
innovative self-design and build
properties within the sites.”
5.1 In general, housing developers prefer to build
standard design housing units. This has led to
many villages and towns having almost identical
development, irrespective of any local vernacular
or choice of materials.
5.2 With few exceptions, housing development in
Hixon is the same as anywhere else.
5.3 Despite this, a start shall be made to create a
more individual and built landscape to achieve
Hixon community distinctiveness.
5.4 A housing mix of 20% bungalows will
contribute to the creation of more diverse and
individual street scenes.

Parish Objective No. 3

5.5 Where required, affordable housing should
comprise an integral aspect of the whole site
design and make a positive contribution to a
diverse street scene.

“To create more individual and distinctive
house designs and street scenes in Hixon
parish to ensure all properties make a
positive contribution to a diverse street
scene. Create more individual design and
build opportunities. Protect and enhance
existing open spaces and provide diverse
open spaces and woodland. Minimise
impact of new development on existing
adjoining development.”
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Policy No. 4: Open spaces and the natural environment
“The delivery of a diverse range of
local open spaces for plan and leisure
activities for all ages and abilities will
be supported. This could take the form
of attractive, high quality and wellequipped open spaces within
development sites, or improvements to
existing open spaces within the
village.”

6.7 Hixon parish is less than six miles from
Cannock Chase Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB).

6.1 There are over ten miles of ‘ancient’
footpaths and bridle paths in Hixon Parish. They
are designated in a Definitive Footpath Map
maintained by Staffordshire County Council.
6.2 The footpaths criss-cross the parish in a
network that provides internal connectivity and
connecting Hixon with neighbouring communities.
6.3 Hixon Airfield has a number of such
footpaths. The airfield site boasts up to 74 different
species of birds, nearly
half of which are classified
as being at significant risk.
Hixon airfield is thought to
be the most important
remaining site in lowland
Staffordshire for Skylarks.
6.4 Pasturefields Salt Marsh is the only known
remaining example in the UK of a natural salt
spring with inland salt marsh vegetation and is a
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and a
Special Area of Conservation (SAC).

Parish Objective No. 4
“To ensure new development adds to the
provision of open spaces and connectivity
to network of footways and canal towpath.
To ensure new development helps
contribute to local health and wellbeing
through increased participation in outdoor
physical activities, walking and cycling.
To ensure the natural environment and
wildlife are protected against potentially
damaging development or practices.”

6.5 The Trent & Mersey Canal and towpath are
designated a Conservation Area.
6.6 Throughout Hixon parish there is a shortage
of publicly-accessible woodland and wildlife
meadows. This shortage in provision will be
addressed through Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) funds and Section 106 agreements where
appropriate.
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Policy No. 5: Heritage Assets and Culture
7.7 There are several Listed Buildings in Hixon,
including: The Bank House Pub; Mount Pleasant
Farmhouse Puddle Hill: New Road Farmhouse; Ivy
House
Farmhouse;
Wychdon
7.1 Hixon Parish has a rich and diverse historical Lodge and St.
and cultural heritage. Hixon is listed in the
Peter’s
Domesday Book of 1086, under the name
Church.
Hustedone, probably meaning The House on the
7.8 There
Hill. It was described as very small with just five
are other
households. Hixon has an active History Society. buildings that

“The conservation and/or enhancement
of Hixon’s heritage assets (not just
Listed Buildings) and their settings will
be supported.”

7.2 As recently as 1939, the number of
belie their heritage relevance. Notable examples
households in Hixon village was only about 55 with being: Zion Chapel; Baths House; Orchard
a population of 311.
Cottage; Sunnyside Cottage; Laundry Cottage; the
Old Vicarage; The Old School House; Rushey Pits
7.3 Hixon parish is predominantly rural and
Farm, Mount Cottage and Green Mount Cottage in
agricultural in nature. Hixon village itself is
Church Road and a row of cottages in Legge Lane.
surrounded by both arable farmland and land for
livestock.

7.9
Heritage Assets are defined as; “A building.
7.4 Lea Heath is a small hamlet of approximately monument, site, place, area or landscape identified
as having a degree of significance meriting
twenty properties within Hixon parish but remote
consideration in planning
from Hixon village. Lea Heath has
decisions because of its
its own distinctive character.
heritage interest.
Pasturefields is a remote ribbon
Heritage Assets include
development of mainly small
designated heritage
cottages alongside the A51 and
assets and assets
facing the Saltmarsh.
identified by the local
7.5 Hixon Airfield was built by
planning authority
the Ministry of Defence in the
(including local listing).”
early 1940s. At its peak, 2,938
service personnel were stationed
there. Hixon Airfield is classed as an undesignated
Heritage Asset. Four T2 type hangars and one
Parish Objective No. 5
MAP B1 aircraft hangar were constructed, together
“To ensure the protection of existing
with 1941 pattern control tower. Three hangars still
Listed Buildings in Hixon parish and their
survive, as does the control tower.

settings. Further, to identify other
buildings and sites that are heritage assets
so that they may be protected from neglect
or adverse development and where
appropriate put forward for statutory or
local listing or other protected status”.

7.6 Hixon parish area is dotted with dozens of
former MOD accommodation buildings. The most
notable and at risk of falling into disrepair, is the
former RAF hospital complex off Egg Lane. It is
thought to be a very rare surviving example of a
1940s RAF military hospital.
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Policy No. 6: Community facilities and amenities
“The delivery of community facilities
and other local facilities to enhance the
sustainability of the Neighbourhood
Area will be supported.”

contributions from S106 and the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) relevant to the Parish to
address local needs as highlighted above. Where
possible, the Parish will prioritise the delivery of the
following:

8.1 At first glance, Hixon appears to be a wellserviced community, with most of the basic
requirements of a key service village being
available.
8.2 Appendix No, 1 shows a list of the main
community facilities and amenities available in
Hixon.



A new / improved community building to host
community meetings, events and private
functions:



A new / improved doctor’s surgery and / or
health clinic;



A Hixon village pharmacy;

8.3 Most public services, including Healthcare

provision (two hours on Tuesday morning in Hixon
Memorial Hall) are basically the same as they were 
in the mid 1970s, when the population was
approximately 50% of what it is today. Highway
infrastructure is essentially as it was in the mid
1970s.

Provision of publicly-accessible woodland
and wildlife meadows
Create more attractive village gateways

8.4 There have been improvements to shops due
to private business investment. The playing fields
in Church Lane have been extensively improved as
a result of Hixon Parish Council initiatives.
8.5 Hixon is a great place to live, as a national
survey in 2014 proved, placing Hixon 9th best
place to live in England and Wales (Family Friendly
Hotspots Report 2014 by Family Investments).
8.6 However, the household questionnaire survey
responses showed that:

87% of respondents said the provision of
doctor’s surgery/ health clinic needs to be
improved;


84% called for a pharmacy service in Hixon;



60% support a new community centre;



65% supported more parks and opens
spaces;



70% supported a nature reserve’



60% called for household recycling units.

Parish Objective No. 6



56% would like indoor sports facilities;



56% voted for a Community café.

“To encourage development to help
provide community facilities and local
services for the Hixon community.”

8.7 The Parish Council will seek to use financial
10

Policy No. 7: Employment Land
“Business uses will be supported

within the Recognised Industrial
Estates (RIE's are shown on the
appended Maps 3, 4 and 5). Proposals
within, but at the edge of the RIEs,
should demonstrate that a green buffer
is provided between the development
and residential areas. The provision of
Hi-Tec, Information Technology,
Research and Development, Scientific,
Administration, Education and Social
Enterprise business uses within the
RIEs will be especially welcome.”

9.7 Four businesses reported they would need
between 500m2 and 1000m2 of additional floor
space. Two business reported they would need
between 1000m2 and 2000m2 of additional floor
space. Three businesses reported they would need
over 2000m2 of additional floor space.
9.8 It seems unlikely that existing employers in
Hixon will require any more than 15,000 m2 of
additional floor space over the life time of the plan
period. Total number of new jobs forecast was in
the range 10 to 150.
9.9 Separate research (source Census 2011)
shows that more than 30% of Hixon residents are
educated to a university degree level or higher.

9.10 The Hixon household questionnaire asked
9.1 The above statement is based on the results what type of employment opportunities would be
from the Hixon neighbourhood Plan household
most supported. More Hi-Tec and IT employment
questionnaire and a separate survey of businesses opportunities were supported. (see Evidence Base
in Hixon parish.
showing analysis of employment preferences)
9.2 Analysis of the household responses showed
that only 7% of Hixon residents who travel to a
place of work actually work in Hixon.
9.3 This was supported by analysis of the
responses to a questionnaire sent to all local
businesses. Eighty questionnaires were sent to all
businesses, including local pubs, shops, child care
and industry.
9.4 Twenty three businesses (29%) responded.
The total number of employees at the twenty three
businesses was 973. Only 74 (7.6%) of the
employees were reported as living in Hixon.

Parish Objective No. 7
“To ensure employment development
takes place within the defined
employments site boundaries. This is to
protect both residents (from noise and air
borne pollution) and the industries (from
complaints). To increase local prosperity
by providing employment opportunities
that match local demographic profile, skills
and aspirations and reduce the carbon
footprint of the outward flow of workers
from Hixon.”

9.5 Of the 899 (92.4%) employees who travel
into Hixon, Over 90% use their own car/van or car
share. Less than 1%) said they use public
transport to access employment in Hixon.
9.6 Eight businesses said they thought they
would need additional space and create more
employment opportunities over the plan period (up
to 2031)
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Policy No. 8: Local Green Space
“Local Green Space has been
identified and designated on Map 2 for
protection. New development is not
permitted on any of the Local Green
Space identified. Only in very special
circumstance should this policy be
over-ridden.”

10.5 Hixon Millennium
Green is, in effect Hixon
village green with footways
and seating. There is a
small children’s play area
for under 5s.

10.1 Local Green Space is defined in the
National Planning Policy (NPPF) and the National 10.6 Hixon Parish Council allotments, in Egg
Planning Guidance (NPPG) as being a designation Lane, were opened in 2011 and provide up to 63
which is a way to provide special protection against individual plots of 15m x 5m.
development of green areas of particular
importance to local communities.
10.2 Open green spaces that are considered
valuable to the local community have been
designated as “Local Green Space” to ensure
future protection from development so that these
spaces can continue to be used by the
community.
10.3 Hixon Neighbourhood Plan
identifies seven areas of Local Green
Space. Each of these are in close
proximity to the community they serve.
Each area of Local Green Space is
demonstrably special to the local
community and hold a particular local
significance, due to recreational value as
a place for children to play or dogs to be
walked. This positive protection seeks to
conserve and enhance the special
character, heritage and distinctiveness of
the areas and their recreational value to
the community. All of the Local Green
Space in Hixon is local in character and
none comprises an extensive tract of land.
10.4
The Church Lane playing fields have a
tennis court size all weather multi-use games pitch
and outdoor gym equipment. All free to use. There
is also children’s play equipment for the 6 to 12
year age group.

Parish Objective No. 8
“To protect identified Local Green Space
from development.”
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Appendix 1: Amenities and facilities in
Hixon as at June 2015


A Primary school (Pre-school and Reception to
Year 6)



A private day nursery.



A Church of England church;



Two pubs;



A village hall (Memorial Hall)



A small supermarket with Post Office;



A fish and chip shop;



A Cantonese take-away;



Two hairdressers;



A pet shop;



A Millennium Green;



Parish Council-owned playing fields;



Parish Council-owned allotments.
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